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Comic Books, Satire, and the American Police State: Lessons From the Capitol Hill
Autonomous Zone
In the spirit of the #DefundThePolice and #BlackLivesMatter movements, protestors in
Seattle’s Capitol Hill Autonomous Zone (CHAZ) declared sovereignty over 5½ city blocks.
Emboldened by the potential for mass mobilization enabled by the COVID-19 pandemic
protestors attempted to establish a racially egalitarian society that would exist without the
police, the traditional enforcement mechanism of the white supremacist American state.
This paper explores how Alex Graham’s Dog Biscuits (2021) and Simon Hanselmann’s,
Crisis Zone (2021) portray the ways CHAZ protestors utilized absurdity in the face of
extreme violence to enact indiffernation—a unique affect comprised of indifference and
determination. This affect functions as a psychological defense mechanism, enabling
protestors in the comic to resist a political system they view as unjust yet inviolable. Drawing
on affect studies, comics studies, and democratic theory, this paper frames the comics’
conflicts between hegemonic American police state and the Autonomous Zone. These texts
show CHAZ to be inherently more democratic and racially just than the American state that
will eventually destroy it. Applying Scott McCloud’s work on the comic reader as “a willing
and conscious collaborator,” the reader has the opportunity to be implicated in the characters’
affective states. Characters in the comic express indiffernation through a variety of comic
specific devices such as spatial juxtaposition, dialogue-free panels and backgroundforeground contrast. This affect not only affords protestors a mental protection against the
likelihood of failure, but also lends itself to performative activism. In turn, this performative
activism generates public interest in the protests, furthering the cause of the activists.
Although these activists remain unable to challenge the state directly, their work generates
civic conversation through which the existing state is able to examine and change its
constitutive values. The medium itself further replicates the intentions of its fictional
protestors, exporting the values of the Free Zone in a popular format while simultaneously
highlighting the absurdity of the American white supremacist police state.

